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A Reexamination of Some
Semantic Feature Jlypothesis Predictions f\bout
Dimensional f\djective f\cquisition
Carolyn Matthews Squires
Brigham Young University

\Vithin the last fifteen years, much interest and attention have
centered around the concept that children develop an adult lexicon by
acquiring in their definitions of words semantic features or components
progressively more similar to the adult lexicon. E. Clark (1973) synthesized various aspects of lexical development into her Semantic Feature
Hypothesis, tracing the development of lexical meaning through stages of
overgeneralization, starting when the child's perception of objects may be
limited to one or only a few of their semantic features, through a gradual
adding of features more and more specific to the meaning of a word. This
finally results in the adult lexicon.
As part of }ler hypothesis, E. Clark predicted the confusion of
antonyms and words that overlap in meaning within a particular semantic
field. Based on her own research and others' (Donaldson and Balfour, 1968;
Donaldson and Wales, 1970; 11. Clark, 1970; E. Clark, 1971, 1972, 1973), she
postulated that relational concepts which are expressed in binary pairs,
such as more and less and dimensional adjective pairs, are overgeneralized
by the young child to the effective early exclusion of appropriate meaning
for the negative or marked memher of the pair. (For discussion of positive/
unmarked and negative/marked pairs, see fl. Clark, 1970; E. Clark, 1973;
KIa tzky, et al., 1973.) For example, children between the ages of 3: 0 and
5:0 are reported to fail to differentiate between the word less and the word
more. In the studies cited, less was treated as if it were synonymous with
more (Donaldson and Balfour, 1968; E. Clark, 1973). It was concluded that
the feature of 'amount' was the salient feature, adopted first by children.
In other words, some comparative adjectives can be characterized as consisting of a dimensional feature and a polarity feature, and the dimensional
features are acquired before the polarity features. lVhen the dimensional
feature has been acquired but not the polarity feature, children interpret
both members of a pair to refer to the positive pole. (See Clark, 1973;
Townsend, 1976.)
Clark, based on the evidence for more/less and her own studies of
before/after (1971), postulates that children can be expected to have
similar difficulty distinguishing between the polar adjectives in such pairs
as big-little, high-low, long-short, tall-short, fat-thin, thick-thin and
wide-narrow. Children are expected to interpret big-little as 'size,'
high-low as 'height,' long-short as 'length' and so on, with the marked or
negative member of the pair swallowed up in the unmarked member, at least
in younger children, before complete proficiency is achieved. Clark
reported that in this semantic field, children demonstrated understanding
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of the positive-pole uimensional adjectives when they responueu incorrectly
to stimuli relating to the negative member of the set. (E. Clark, 1973.)
Donaldson and Wales (1970) reported a similar amhiguity, citing a 'consistent anu obviously statistically significant finding that responses to the
positive pole are superior to responses to the negative pole (p. 259).'
They, therefore, concluued that children clearly operate in terms of the
polarities. H. Clark (1970) reporteu simHar results in his stuuies, wi th
subjects comprehenuing positive adjectives in comparative sentences more
quickly than negative adjectives. He further stated that the child first
learns the nominal use of polar adjectives, so that both members of a pair
mean 'having extent.' He then acquires the subordinate properties of the
8ntonyms, their contrastive use.
The other aspect considered here of the Semantic Feature Hypothesis
predicted by E. Clark relates to the order of acquisition of the complete
dimensional adjective pairs, from most general to more specific. This consists of an ordering, basically, from big-little through the other pairs.
Big-little, she suggests, serves as a cover for the other adjective pairs,
particularly in the marked member of a dimensional pair, and is, therefore,
acquired early. Her order of acquisition predicts learning of the biglittle pair first, concurrently with the acquisition of the pair's polarity
feature, followed by tall-short, high-low and long-short, and finally by
wide-Illirrow, thick-thin and deep-shallow, the most difficult to acquire
(E. Clark, 1972, 1973). Her predictions were based upon percentages of
correct responses to stimuli in each of the aujective pair categories.
Support for E. Clark's hypothesis, or parts of it, and reiteration
of her predecessors' results were reported by Klatzky, et al.(1973), Layton
and Stick (1979), Richards (1979), Bartlett (1976), Eilers, et ale (1974)
and Ehri (1976). However, most of these observers could confirm only part
of Clark's hypothesis. Bartlett (1976) and Eilers, et a1. (1974), for example, both confirmed Semantic Feature Hypothesis predictions about the order
of acquisition for dimensional features: more general features are acquired
first. However, neither found evidence to support the notion that marked
memhers of dimensional pairs are interpreted as having the meaning of the
unmarked members. Richards (1979) also found no asymmetry in comprehension
of the polar adjectives used in his 1979 study. Similarly, Townsend (1976)
found no evidence for a marking explanation of children's acquisition of
dimensional adjectives. He rejects a 'strong form of the marking theory, in
which the polarity feature is acquired only once and then applied to all
marked/unmarked pairs.' He also rejects a weak form of the marking theory
'in which the polarity feature is acquired separately for each marked/
unmarked adjective pair (p. 392).'

The Current Study

As certain aspects of Clark's Semantic Feature Hypothesis are shown
to be less than universally accepted, the purposes of the current study
emerge. This study was designed to determine whether children interpret
negative or marked dimensional adjectives as their positive counterparts.

IBO

Seven polar adjective pairs were used, some defined as posltlve or negative
and others more strictly defined as unmarked or marked. (Sec Clark, 1072,
1973; Townsend, 1976.)
That distinction is not dealt with in the scope of
this study, and positive or negative is often used to refer to both positive
and unmarked or negative and marked, although the reverse is not appropriate.

Subjects. The children used in the study included 36 children
between the ages of 2:6 and 6:9. The 6:9 year old was tested out of curiosity, although it was expected that he would have mastered the pairs. lie
'vas included in the results of the study because he did not have a perfect
:~core.
The only two children who did have perfect scores were ages 4: 8
and 5:10. Most of the children were found and tested at a nursery/day care
center or a church nursery, but a few were tested in their homes. f40st of
the children were anglo-Americans, but a few were ~Iawaiian- or MexicanAmericans, all native speakers of standard English.

Experimental Design. Over 3000 individual responses were received
from the group of 36 children. Each of the subject children was given 12
opportunities to respond to dimensional identification problems on each of
the adjective pairs: big-little, high-low, fat-thin, tall-short, long-short,
wide-narrow and thick-thin, a total of 84 responses per child. Although
original provision was made for a 'don't know' category, all the children
responded with either a definite right or wrong answer. A slight amount of
vacillation was observed in less proficient children, but even they made a
final, definite choice in each case.
The study was designed to measure comprehension only, without regard
to production. Since the debate continues over whether performance or
comprehension serves as the best indicator of competence (Donaldson and
Wales, 1970; Ehri, 1976; Cocking and McHale, 1981; Layton and Stick, 1979),
an arbitrary decision was made to test comprehension. Certainly both must
be understood to contribute to overall competence. However, a simple
comprehension task might be considered uniformly comparable over a broad
range of ages, whereas complex production tasks might tend to favor older
children. This study was designed so that no verbal responses were required.
In fact, most of the children, both older and younger, did not choose to
respond verbally at all, but pointed to or touched their choice of answer.
This gave no advantage to the older children. Care was also taken in avoiding advantages for the older children in how the responses were elicited.
For example, words such as choice, which might not be familiar to the child
aged 2:6, were not used. Instead, the child was asked to 'show me,'
'point to' or 'touch' his choice of answer. The task was also approached
as though it were a game and most of the children seemed to enjoy it. Many,
in fact, were eager to repeat it. Some of the very youngest, however,
were taken to the limits of their attention span, and a few had difficulty
concentrating through the last set of questions.

Materials. In designing the experiment, questions as to the appropriateness of two- or three-dimensional testing materials were considered.
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objects, or natural istic stimuU, werc morc likely to elicit corrcct
responscs from children than were pictures of objects (Layton and Stick,
1979) . In a recent study, Cocking and McHale (1981) designed an experimcntal sctting in which they measurcd thc pcrformance of childrcn on
production tests using objccts, ohject-choicc, and picture stimul i. They
also evaluated childrcn's responses on comprehension tests using the same
three kinds of stimuli. Cocking and McHale reported that with respect to
picture-object differences, children showed their best comprehension perfOl~nce when pictures were used.
The present study was designed to utilize pictures as the only stimuli
in the comprehension testing situations developed. The pictures were
divided into three major categories: fruit, houses and clowns. Simple line
drawings of the objects were manipulated to feature the desired dimensions.
When the specified dimension would not normally be used to describe the
particular object, additions were made to the picture and explained to the
children. For example, since long-short would not normally be associated
with individual clowns, the child's attention was directed toward the
clown's hair, which was distinctly either long or short.

Methods. forty-two drawings were used to elicit the 84 responses,
14 in each object category. In the first dimensional adjective category,
the children were shown a line drawing of two fruit and asked, 'Which
fruit is bigger?' or 'Which one is bigger?' If the child showed any hesitation in responding, he was told he could point at or touch the one he
chose. After a response was given, the child was shown a second picture,
different from the first, and asked 'Which one is smaller?' The testing
continued through higher, lower, fatter, thirmer, taller, shorter, longer,
shorter, wider, narrower, thicker and thirmer, all treated individually
and all in the 'fruit' category. The same sequence was then followed in
the 'house' category and then the 'clown' category, referring each time to
a single dimension, in the comparative. Then the entire procedure was
repeated in the superlative mode, starting again with fruit and asking the
chi ld, 'Which fnIit is biggest?'
The procecure of using the superlative structure while referring to
only two items has correlates in the literature (Townsend, 1976). It is
also similar to the grammatical license used by Donaldson and Balfour (1968)
and Donaldson and Wales (1970) and subsequent others in their more-less
testing, using less where the grammatically correct structure would be fewer
rather than les-;;:--The strict interpretation of grannTIatical appropriateness
was not deemed necessary in their studies because of the linguistic
irrmaturity of the subjects.
The questions were asked in exactly the same order each time, but
the location of the correct responses on the right or left side of the paper
varied randomly. Also, in each case, the children were given encouraging
but non-commital feedback. There was considerable distance between repetitions of questions in each adjective category, each repetition separated by
12 stimuli relating to the other adjectives.
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A smaller, (,Ight item survey of mlll'C-it-ss was :ItLlclJcd to the
heg inn ing of the study for purposes of cc)'rq)[lrison. A tot:11 of 2SS responses
\H'1"(' c1 icited rcg<lrding the more-less phenomenon.
L;lCh chi Id was given
fOllr opportunities to rcspondcorrcctly by pointing to :1II ohject with more
items :lJld fOllr opportunities to point to an ohjcct with less items. Agai-n,
thc chi ldrell wcre shown picturcs. Rcsults werc expccted,--ilccording to
C1urk (1~)7:l) tCl correspond quitc closely with the results 011 the dimensioJlal
adjective tasks.

Results

The most obvious and striking statistic to emerge from analysis of
the acclIDJulated 3024 responses on dimensional adjectives was the overall
average of 78 percent right on all positive pole or unmarked dimensional
adjectives, compared to an overall average of 70 percent right on all negative pole or marked adjectives. This finding, in direct contradiction
to Clark's predictions and the results of some earlier tests, suggests a
more detailed analysis of the data, given so much variability in age and
the relatively large sample in terms of children and questions.
An arbitrary division of the 36 children into three groups of twelve
made. ilata were arranged in order of proficiency wi th the twelve most
proficient in Group I, the twelve least proficient in Croup If J and the
intermed i:1tc chi ldren in Croup I I.

W::IS

The purpose for the division along proficiency lines rather than
according to age was that proficiency obviously was not detcrmined solely
hyage. (See Townsend, 1976; Ehri, 1976.)
For example, in the most
proficient group, children ranged in age from 2:11 to 6:9, the child aged
2:11 nlissing only four of the 84 possible points. She obviously was more
proficient than some near three-year olds, and her responses would have
hiased the results had she been categorized with them.
Other subjects in Group I were 3:8, 4:0, 4:2, 4:8, 4:11, 5:1,
S:9, 5:10, and 5:10, with a mean age of 4:8. Proficiency ranged from 0 to
11 errors out of 84 possible. Children in Group II ranged in age from 3:1
to S: 0, wi th a mean of 4: 0 years. Scores ranged from 12 to 21 wrong.
Croup III ranged in age from 2:6 to 3:8, with a mean of 3:1 years. Their
scores ranged from 23 to 41 wrong. The analysis for average correct positive pole or unmarked and average correct negative pole or marked dimensional adjectives is illustrated in Table 1. It will be noted that nothing
approximating Clark's (1973) prediction of comparability to the more-less
data (91 percent positive pole correct, 72.7 percent negative pole incorrect)
was observed. - - - - To further refine the analysis, however, it is appropriate to consider
the data on each individual adjective pair, across groups and within groups.
Within each group, the responses are analyzed in terms of correct responses
to elici tat ions using hoth the comparative and the superlative form. The
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13.7

75.5

23.1

43.0

14.6
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:-.Jegative Pole/
~1arked

Table 1.

Average correct positive/unmarked and negative/marked responses
across 14 dimensional adjectives, according to proficiency
groups.

responses in Group II approximated those of Croup 1 for five out of the
seven dimensional adjective pairs (hig-littl~, high-low, fat-thin, ta11short, long-short), so they will be grouped together for analysis and
i l1ustration with Croup ]. They wi 11 be grouped for analys is with Group
III for the final two pairs (wide-narrow, thick-thin). Table 2 contains
the iLlustration of this comparison.
1 t ,.. ill be noted from Table 2 that the c luster group Hi2 (Croups 1
and II) diffC'red less than IO percentage points between the correct
responses for the positive/urunarked and negative/marked polar adjectives
in the first ten adjectives (five pairs), in the comparative, although the
fat-thin pair came within 0.3 percentage points of a 10 percent difference.
Similarly, the only pair separated by more than 10 percentage points in the
superlative was fat-thin, with a difference of 19.4 percent. That is
still conSiderably less than the difference of 63.7 percent predicted by
Clark. Interestingly, the only other notable discrepancy hetween positive
and negative adjectives in the most proficient group was for thick-thin,
in which the negative adjective is the same as in the fat-thin pair. With
83.3 percent for positive compared to 59.7 for negative, however, the
difference of 23. () percent is still significantly narrower than predicted.

Ehri l1976) observed that where the negative adjective of a pair has
a dual role, like the usc of thin in association with both thick and fat,

its attachment to one of the positive adjectives might he delayed. She
observed that with dark-light and heavy-light, light is delayed in its
attachment to heavy, preslllnably because of its dual role. Such an
explanation might account for the delayed attachment of thin to fat and
more particularly to thick, but then a similar phenomenon might be expected
\"ith regard to 10ng-shOr--t~and tall-short, where no delay is noted. The
ohvious difference between the thin pairs and the short pairs is their
placement in Clark's order of acquisition, with thick-thin being acquired
ncar the end, whi Jc 10~~~110rJ: and tall-short arc acquired at about the
same time.
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3
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0
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3
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0.8
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3
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5.9
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15.3

57.0
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4.8
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14.4
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14.7
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26.8

59.7

22.0

29.2
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8.6
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Wide
2&3
~arr(ll(

2&3

Thick
2&3

Thin
2~3
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S.l!.
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Fat

Total

H

~l:l,

.,-----------.-- It)\\-

S.ll.

°H.,

------------

% Right

Right

Sl!I'erlative

Comparison of percentages of correct responses--comparative, superlative, and total--in clusters of children
Groups I, II and III, for fourteen indiVidual dimensional adjectives, positive and negative poles.

I'llr the \c:ISt 11roi'icil'llt group, :1Il:llysis is Il()t -;0 sillpk.
llirt"crclll'l's hctWt'l'1l positive :lI1d negative poll- :Idjcctivcs, ill thl' Cfll:ljl:lr:1
:lti\'t', cXI.'cedcd III pl'rCl'llt ill only 1\1'0 else's: 1()11~, short :I! 11.7 perccll!
,lllti --'S.1l IwnTIl!, :llld Ihil'k thill :It ~7./ 1)('rU'llt :llld·,(l.1 Iwrn'nl. ('I'h('
Ill').:ativl' puk OLl':ISioll:I'II-y' excc~-eded the p~)silivl' in l"<JIT('ct resp()nses:
LIt-thin :11 ,")ll.h perccllt :md :)(1.1 percent, :I!ld wi(\(>-n:IIT()\\' ;11' 1().~ I)(TC('flt
,111(1 1.;.1 pl.'l'l ('Ill , ill the ('(ll'lp:lr:l! iv('.
III tl)(' ';lll~('rl:1I iv(', I:I! I ';Il()1 I
\Il')::lt iv(' d,I,,(l('\.(ITd('d I Ill' pU';11 iv(' ;11 ',().() 1)('1'\ ('III :111,1 ','"f, Ill'll ('Iii,)
IIOhl'Vl'r , ill the sll;wrLlt ive, the posi t iVt, !10\;11' :ldJ('( (1\1(". ('x(T('dvd f II('
ncgative adjectives hy Elore than 15 percent in five of the seven adjectivc
pairs. In every case, the superlative adjective elicited nore accurate
responses in the least proficient group than did the conparative adjectives.
Clark (1973) and Townsend (1976) l'1i ldly anticipated thi s trend, while Layton
.. nd Stick (1979) predicted the Opl)osite. Correctness \';(1S improved from
SO.() percent to 97.2 percent in the most extreme case (47.2 percentage
points). The average inrrovement across the 14 adjectives 'vas 24.3 points.
Naturally, this significantly affects the total percentage correct, both
in the positive and negative adjectives.
The comparative and sUl)erlat ive ~ercenta~'.es correct for this group,
;Ilong \\Iith the tot:,l l)ercenta~es, are illustrated in Tahle ?i.

big-litt.

high-low

fat-thin

tall-short

long-short

wide-narr.

thick-thin

C*

50.0/41.7

47.2/41.7

30.6/36.1

38.9/36.1

41. 7/25.0

40.3/43.1

47.2/29.2

S*

97.2/66.7

80.6/63.9

66.7/44.4

50.0/55.6

75.0/58.3

47.0/50.0

70.8/30.5

1*

73.0/54.2

63.8/52.8

48.6/40.3

46.3/45.8

58.3/41.7

48.6/46.5

59.0/29.7

* C=comparative, $=superlative, T=total

Table 3.

I

Comparison of percentage correct for each of fourteen dimensional adjective
responses elicited in the comparative and superlative forms, and total percent
right for each adjective, for children in the. least proficient group.

'i';lbks I, --', and ,) also illustrate, based on percentage right of each
adjective p:lir, the naturally occurrin~~ acquisition order or the dinensional
adjectives. /\s predicted by Clark (1972, 1973), hig'little has the lar~est
percentage of correct responses, hoth for the more and less proficient
~roups.
Iler prediction that the next sequence includes tall-short, high10h, and long-short also seeDS to be confimed by the data, at least in the
case of the more proficient group. Her prediction that wtde-narroh' and
thick-thin \dll he f.lastered last has sinilar verification. (Also see Layton
and Stick, 1979.) In other words, it appears that terns I\'hich descrihe
()ve'ral1 5i:(' are' acquired hefore' tems which descrihe h('i~_'.ht and lenf',th,
and these ;11'0 learned herore those I',hkh descrihe width.
(Sec Bartlett, llJ7(),)
Differences betwecn positive pole correct and negative pole correct
\..erc in each case considerahly less than )lTcdicted. In tJ'-,-t.s:~-t_hin responses,

W6
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noted. Ilowever, even in the most extreme case, S~l.() pern'nt compared to
29.7 percent, the uifference was less than half that predicteu by Clark.
A look at each individual child's responses also failed to produce even
onC' who substantiated Clark's predictions. Although one child's responses
favorC'u the positive pole by around 40 percent, another favored the negative
pole hy over ~s percent. ~1ost children were within 10 or lS pcrcent;l?,C'
pOints dirrcrl'IlU' un most ;ldjectiv('s, evell ill the k:lst pruriciellt .I',rollp.
1\ thorough analysis of the I imi teu lllore-l css uat:l was not attempted.

1I0hC'V(,[, an impressionist ic analysis suggests- Ii ttle correlation between
pCl'fonnance on the two tasks. Approximately 33 percent of the chiluren
l'crformeu close to predicted on the more-less task, anu some confusion was
lloted in others. However, often those who missed 100 percent of the less
questions uiu well on the adjective questions. Only two children seemed
to suggest a definite correlation hetween performance on the two tasks.

Conclusion

The data accumulated in this study do not confirm Clark's Semantic
Feature Hypothesis with respect to the polarity concept of feature acquisition. The accuracy scores for positive anu negative polar adjectives arc
so similar that this data would tend to disconfirm Clark's notion of the
importance of polarity acquisition. Where confusion was observed, it seemed
to be more general than polari ty relateu. Ilowever , it must be conceded
that a slight preference for the positive pole was ohserved. The data do,
however, tend to support Clark's prediction that more general features
are acquired first. The nature of the study, however, was not such that
it can he interpreted as a strong confinnation of that aspect of the
Hypothesis, either; especially considering the scores in Croup TIl.
It was assumeu when the study was being designed that no suhstantial
difference between comparative and superlative forms would he noticed in
the pcrfonnance on the dimensional adjective task. The strong statistical
finding in this rt'gard was unexpected. Whether the children's responses
were hetter hecause the superlative was presenteLl last., or whether t.he
responses are attrihutable to the form in which the adjective was presented
is not known (Layton and Stick, 1979). It seems obvious that the form, not
the hase lexicon, affected the difference. Future studies seem indicat.ed
in ordf'r to test this phenomenon more specifically.
Pinally, it would seem from the resul ts of this study that. t.he
polarity prediction of the Semantic Feature lIypothesis does not take into
account the indiviLlual learning differences noted in children, nor does it
allow the child sufficient flexihility in sorting and narrowing his lexical
lll('anings. While a strategy employin~; definition in terms of polarities may
be employeu by some chiluren, in others it seems to be missing. As suggested
hy Eilers (1976), \."hill' confusion based on polarity does apparently occur,
it cannot b(' consid('red a univers3l phenomenon. In any cas(', adoption of
the polari tv aspects of the Semantic Ft';ltuTe Hypothesis is not consistent
with the results of this study.
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